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ABSTRACT
The main method for evaluation of healing processes of the jaws in oral and maxillofacial surgery are
radiological diagnostics. Quantitative description is possible by measuring the relative bone density, which
puts the mean grey value of a certain area in relation to the surrounding bone tissue. In this research the intraand interindividual variability is determined for this method and a standard operation procedure is elaborated.
Therefore ten panoramic radiographs of typical surgical indications in oral a maxillofacial surgery were
analyzed by three different members of the workgroup, five times each. The measurements were analyzed with
descriptive and comparative statistical methods.
The mean coefficient of variation was 2.972% ± 2.361%. The measurements of defect regions were more
consistent (2.252% ± 1.928%) than the measurements of surrounding bone (3.691% ± 2.626%). The analysis of
variance did not show a statistically significant influence of the different raters to the measurements (ANOVA,
Pr>F = 0.9462).
Following the standard operation procedure this method seems to be an easy, cheap and close to practice
way to visualize healing process of the jaws. Especially in the mandibula, but also in the maxilla with special
reconsideration of the sinus-region, it seems to be suitable.

INTRODUCTION
In clinical work, classic and digital processed radiographic images are the common
way to examine and evaluate pathological processes in the bony jaws. After surgical
treatment, with or without augmentative procedures, radiographic follow-up is
recommended by the surgical societies, as well [1]. Dealing with treatments like tooth
extractions and socket preservation previous to implant placement or endodontic
surgery with or without the use of bone graft substiutes, a practicable method to
evaluate bony regeneration would be useful [2,3]. To determine the mineralization
and structure of bone tissue quantitative computed tomography is used for vertebral
failure diagnosis [4,5] but also for bone classi ication in the jaws [6]. Other methods
like dual energy x-ray absorptiometry (DXA) mostly requires technical equipment
not present in clinical practice [7]. Choosing a method for radiological examination,
the ALARA principle has to be considered to minimize radiation exposure dose [8,9].
Regarding digitally processed radiographic, measurements of grey values is an easy
feature of most graphic analysis software. The grey values are related to the absorption
of x-rays, the radiologic density of a certain tissue. The grey values are saved in an 8-bit
color space. Every pixel obtains a value between 0 and 255 in which 0 stands for black,
low radiologic density and 255 for white, total x-ray absorption. Analyzing mean grey
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values, it has to be reconsidered, that an uncompressed ile format like TIFF is being
used, as compressed formats like JPG are summarizing areas of similar grey values,
which leads to a loss of contrast, and signi icant changes in mean grey values [10].
Chiapasco et al., analyzed the evolution of mean grey values of bone defects resulting
from cystectomy of large mandibular cysts. They used conventional radiographic
images, digitalized with a scanner and used the grey values of a healthy tooth as a
reference [11]. The “relative bone densitiy” measurements is a method to evaluate
healing processes of the jaws by measuring the mean grey values of certain areas on
different digital radiographic images during the postoperative progress. The relative
bone density is determined by measuring the mean grey value of the bone defect and
the healthy surrounding bone which is not overlapped by other anatomic structures. A
quotient is formed following the formula:
relative bone density 

mean grey value of the defect region
mean grey value of the surrounding bone

A value of one means that the defect region has the same mean X-ray absorption
like the surrounding bone. This is inter alia in luenced by the presence or thickness
of cortical bone and the density of cancellous bone. Using the surrounding bone as
parameter of reference, which represents the ideal healing, this method allows
to compare radiographic images of the same region which were made during the
treatment and healing process. By comparing the relative bone density of control
radiography with the one of the postoperative image, conclusions regarding the healing
process of the bony structures can be drawn. A potential error, the use of radiographs
with different parameters is diminished by forming the quotient [12]. The regions of
interest (ROI) has to be selected by free hand selection and the mean grey value has
to be measured by image analyzing software such as the open source software ImageJ
[Wayne Rasband, NIH USA]. This free hand selection is a potential source of mistake
and its effect to the results has not been evaluated scienti ically by now. Furthermore
the selection of the control region could in luence the results of relative bone density
and requires an exact interpretation of the anatomic structures displayed in the
radiographic images.
To determine whether relative bone density measurements represents a valid
method for clinical practice, this study wants to evaluate the repeatability of
measurements of relative bone density of different anatomic indications by determine
intra- and interindividual deviation. It should be examined if there are differences
in the suitability in different regions of the jaws. Furthermore a standard operation
procedure should be elaborated and evaluated.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
The measurement of the mean grey values was performed with the software ImageJ
1.44p (Wayne Rasband, National Institute of Health, USA). ImageJ is a free of charge
software which has been used in medical and biological image analysis for a long time
and has a wide range of analysis functions [13,14]. Image iles can be opened and
Regions of Interests (ROI) can be created automatically or by freehand selection. The
ROIs can be saved and transferred to other radiographic images and edited afterwards
to different projection conditions.
Standard operation Procedure

The freehand selection is a potential source of measurement error. To standardize
the measuring process, a standard operation procedure (SOP) was elaborated following
the recommendations of Ihan Hren and Miljavec and the anatomical structures:
• Prepare the measurement parameters in ImageJ („Analyze “–> „Set Measurements
“-> check „Area“ and „Mean gray value“).
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• Open the image ile of the radiographic image using „Drag and Drop“ (or „File“ ->
„Open“).
• If necessary, use the ampli ication function by pressing “+” or “-“.
• For every bone defect a ROI is created for the defect region and one for the
surrounding bone using the “Freehand Selection” tool using the following rules:
1. For each bone defect ROIs are created for the defect and the surrounding bone
on the postoperative radiograph as well as on the follow-up image, using the
free-hand selection tool.
2. The ROI of the defect has to enclose the whole radiologic distinguishable part of
the defect. A minimum safety distance from one pixel to any cortical structures
(e.g. lamina cribriformis after tooth extractions) has to be ensured.
3. The control-region, which corresponds to the surrounding healthy bone should
be localized circularly around the defect in a constant layer if possible. But the
following anatomic structures has to be avoided:
• Canalis nervus mandibularis
• Cortical plates of mandibula or maxilla
• Radiological overlay of sinus maxillaris (exception: sinus loor elevation)
• Surrounding teeth or implants
• Oral cavity including the bony palate
4. The size of the control region may not exceed or go below the size of the defect
by 10%
5. If the defect region is overlapped by soft tissue shadow image artefacts or other
structures, the relation of overlapped, and not overlapped part of the defect
has to be determined and the control-region has to be chosen in the same
proportion.
6. If one of these rules could not be used properly, the image has to be locked out
of the analysis.
• After creating a ROI the analysis is performed (“Analyze” -> “Measure”).
• The results can be transferred directly to statistical worksheets.
Figures 1 and 2 show examples for the selection of the regions of interest and the
measurement process in the lower jaw in a postoperative and a control radiograph.
Analysis of repeatability

Using this SOP three members of the workgroup analyzed ten panoramic
radiographs ive times each. The images were chosen to represent the most common
surgical applications for the presented measuring procedure from the radiological
database of the MGK Klinik Kassel, Germany. The procedure war approved by the
ethical committee of the medical University in Göttingen (Germany) [DOK_75_2013].
No additional radiation exposure was created by the study. Table 1 shows the different
indications of the used radiographs.
The analysis of the test-images was made on the same computer, independently from
each other with a break of at least one day between the repetition of the measurements
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Figure 1: Amplified detail of case 4: ROI 1 representing the defect region, ROI 2 representing the surrounding
cancellous bone. On the right hand the results of the measurements are shown.

Figure 2: Follow up radiograph from case 4: The ROIs were copied from the first image and adapted to the different
projection on this radiograph. The results of the measurements are shown on the right.

Table 1: Indications of the panoramic radiographs used in this study.
Case

Indication

1

condition after endodontic surgery 15

2

condition after implantation region 026 027 and sinus floor augmentation

3

condition after extraction and socket preservation 37

4

condition after endodontic surgery and cystectomy 35

5

condition after osteotomy of displaced tooth 38

6

condition after extraction and socket preservation 37

7

follow-up radiograph 6 month postoperative image no. 1

8

follow-up radiograph 5 month postoperative image no. 2

9

follow-up radiograph 3 month postoperative image no. 4

10

follow-up radiograph 6 month postoperative image no. 5

to preclude the risk of in luence of former measurements or the other members of
the workgroup. The mean grey values where summarized in a Microsoft Excel
worksheet [Microsoft Excel 2013, Microsoft corp., USA] and analyzed descriptively
and comparative with regard to the intra-individual variation. Concerning the interindividual variation, an analysis of variances was performed under contribution of the
staff of the Institute for medical statistics of the University of Göttingen. A “repeated
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measurements Anova” was performed with the statistical software SAS 9. 3 [SAS
Institute Inc., Cary, NC, USA] evaluating the in luence of different parameters on the
outcome of the measurements [15].

RESULTS
The irst impression of the workgroup was that the method was generally easy to
apply on the selected cases and did not presume a lot of training or technical knowhow. The software was easy to handle and the results are presented in worksheets
which allow direct input to statistical analysis. Figures 1 and 2 show ampli ied details
of case 4 and its follow up (case 9) with the Regions of Interest formed by using the

Table 2: Mean results, standard deviation and coefficient of variance of the mean grey value mesurements of the
different members of the workgroup.
Case

Measured region

Rater 1

Rater 2

Rater 3

All raters

Defect

61.584 1.022
1.660%

64.132 2.178
3.396%

54.852 1.035
1.887%

60.189 4.287
7.123%

Surrounding bone

89.458 1.113
1.244%

93.078 4.098
4.402%

109.230  4.4664
4.271%

97.255 9.514
9.783%

Defect

126.364 0.717
0.567%

123.584 1.008
0.816%

123.534 1.076
0.871%

124.494 1.625
1.306%

Surrounding bone

147.466 1.541
1.027%

132.132 2.496
1.889%

143.568 3.487
2.429%

141.055 7.161
5.077%

Defect

117.026 0.773
0.661%

117.280 0.377
0.321%

115.807 0.970
0.837%

116.704 0.961
0.823%

Surrounding bone

115.294 3.070
2.662%

117.900 2.122
1.800%

111.206 3.390
3.049%

114.800 3.924
3.418%

Defect

106.122 0.508
0.479%

107.754 0.959
0.890%

105.784 1.173
1.109%

106.553 1.234
1.158%

Surrounding bone

138.654 1.807
1.303%

133.940 3.408
2.545%

139.659 2.191
1.569%

137.418 3.505
2.550%

Defect

112.894 0.694
0.615%

115.066 0.663
0.576%

112.104 2.037
1.817%

113.355. 1.769
1.560%

Surrounding bone

131.108 1.342
1.023%

134.158 1.418
1.057%

127.814 3.652
2.858%

131.027 3.477
2.654%

Defect

144.692 4.783
3.306%

135.972 1.019
0.750%

133.705 1.610
1.204%

138.123 5.622
4.070%

Surrounding bone

154.106 3.090
2.005%

151.888 1.868
1.230%

152.6810.977
0.640%

152.892 2.213
1.448%

Defect

111.654 0.606
0.543%

114.272 1.316
1.151%

110.228 1.730
1.570%

112.0512.112
1.885%

Surrounding bone

124.950 0.531
0.425%

123.930 0.325
0.263%

123.729 0.506
0.409%

124.203 0.700
0.564%

Defect

106.264 0.661
0.622%

102.918 1.140
1.108%

104.936 1.920
1.830%

104.706 1.891
1.806%

Surrounding bone

92.644 2.928
3.160%

98.364 2.677
2.721%

87.317 2.044
2.341%

92.775 5.243
5.651%

Defect

124.376 0.643
0.517%

125.964 0.510
0.405%

122.112 0.666
0.546%

124.1511.731
1.394%

Surrounding bone

151.230 2.321
1.535%

146.898 2.601
1.771%

147.8514.096
2.770%

148.660 3.459
2.327%

Defect

160.038 1.652
1.032%

157.222 1.439
0.915%

157.350 2.426
1.542%

158.203 2.204
1.393%

Surrounding bone

157.296 1.117
0.710%

145.268 1.550
1.067%

150.558 0.292
0.194%

151.040 5.199
3.442%

Defect

1.000% ± 0.886%

1.033% ± 0.874%

1.321% ± 0.475%

2.252% ± 1.928%

Surr. Bone

1.509% ± 0.863%

1.875% ± 1.150%

2.053% ± 1.320%

3.691% ± 2.626%

Total

1.255% ± 0.890%

1.454% ± 1.084%

1.687% ± 1.036%

2.972% ± 2.361%

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

MV

Lines 1–10: mean results of mean grey value measurements:
mean result of mean grey value mesurement ± Standard deviation
coefficient of variance

Line MV: mean value of coefficient of variance for each rater and for all raters
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SOP by rater 1 as well as some measuring examples. Table 2 shows the results of the
measurements of the different members of the workgroup and the corresponding
coef icient of variation.
Overall the measurements show consistent results with mean coef icients of
variation for intra-individual deviation about 1.465% ± 1.005% ranging between
0.194% and 4.402%. In most cases the coef icients of variation were higher in the
measurements of the surrounding bone (mean 1.812% ± 1.111% highest 4.042%)
than in the measurements of the defect regions (mean 1.118% ± 0.756%, highest
3.396%). The inter-individual deviation showed mean coef icients of 2.972 % ± 2.361%
ranging between 0.564% and 9.783%. In this case the measurements of surrounding
bone showed higher values (3.691% ± 2.626%) than the measurements of the defect
regions as well (2.252% ± 1.928%). The highest mean coef icients of variability was
seen in image 1 either in the measurements of the defect- (7.123%) as well as the
control-region (9.783%). The least coef icient was achieved in image 7 (0.564%). The
mean coef icient of variability was signi icantly (p<0.05) higher for the measurements
of the upper jaw (4.149% over all measurements of all raters in cases 1,2,7,8) then in
the lower jaw (2.190% over all measurements of all raters in cases 3,4,5,6,9,10).
No signi icant in luence of the different raters to the results could be noticed in the
analysis of variance (Pr > F-Value = 0.9462). The combination of rater and region is
not creating signi icant deviations either (Pr > F-Value = 0.9648). Meanwhile the mean
grey values of the defects are signi icantly different from the values of the surrounding
bone (Pr > F = 0.0323) as shown in Table 3. Figures 3-5 show selected ROIs of two
different cases by all raters in comparison.

CLINICAL EXAMPLES
The following Figures are clinical examples for practical use of relative bone density
measurements which were performed by the clinical practitioner to evaluate healing
process. The ROIs were picked and analyzed ive times each and the mean values were
used to calculate the relative bone density. Figure 6 shows a postoperative dental
X-ray after endodontic surgery of tooth 12 and defect illing with a nanocrystalline
Hydroxyapatite with the selected ROIs for defect and surrounding bone. The relative
Table 3: Results of the repeated measurements ANOVA for the different statistical parameters.
F Value

Pr > F

rater

0.06

0.9462

measured region

4.83

0.0323

rater * region

0.04

0.9648

Figure 3: Amplified detail from case 3 showing the ROIs created for the defect region by each rater (rater 1 =
yellow, rater 2 = black, rater 3 = blue). Coefficient of variance over all measurements of this case = 0.823%.
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Figure 4: Amplified detail from case 3 showing the ROIs created for the surrounding bone by each rater (rater 1 =
yellow, rater 2 = black, rater 3 = blue). Coefficient of variance over all measurements of this case = 3.418%.

Figure 5: Amplified detail from case 2 showing the ROIs created for the defect region and the surrounding bone
by each rater (rater 1 = yellow, rater 2 = black, rater 3 = blue). Coefficient of variance over all measurements of this
case: Defect = 1.306%; Surrounding bone = 5.077%.

Figure 6: Dental X-ray after endodontic surgery and defect filling. Relative bone density was 0.714 (mean grey
values defect: 83.28, surrounding bone: 116.65).

Figure 7: Dental X-Ray of the same tooth five month postoperative. Relative bone density has reached 0.976
(mean grey values defect: 130.47, surrounding bone: 133.71).
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bone density was 0.714. Figure 7 shows the same patient ive month postoperative.
The relative bone density has changed to 0.976 during this period. Figure 8 and 9 show
postoperative, and four month control dental X-ray after tooth extraction and socket
preservation using a nanocrystalline Hydroxyapatite as well with the respective ROIs.
The relative bone density changed from 0.809 to 0.933 in the observation period.

DISCUSSION
Measurements of relative bone density is a method which has not been mentioned
often in current literature and has yet not been researched regarding its repeatability
and the intra- and inter-individual variability. In this study, a standard operation
procedure, which leads to reproducible results, was elaborated.
The higher coef icients of variability of measurements of the surrounding bone
are caused by the fact, that the selection of the ROI of the defect is a simple optical
process which is oriented at the defect borders, meanwhile the selection of the
surrounding bone ROI is an interpretation of the anatomic structures using the rules
of the standard operation procedure. Thereby slight differences in the selections of
the ROI are possible which can lead to inconsistency of the measurements, depending
on the localization an indication the method is used on. Our results indicate, that the
method is more consistent in the lower jaw, which might be related to the fact that
the mandibular offers more cancellous bone which could be used as reference an
there are less overlapping structures which need to be reconsidered. If the rules of the
standard operation procedure are used in the proper way, these inconsistencies are in
acceptable dimensions.

Figure 8: Dental X-ray after tooth extraction and socket preservation. Relative bone density was 0.809 (mean grey
values defect: 117.65, surrounding bone: 145.48).

Figure 9: Dental X-Ray four month postoperative. Relative bone density has changed to 0.933 (mean grey values
defect: 134.21, surrounding bone: 143.83).
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The highest coef icient of variation resulted from the analysis of Figure 1. This
case demonstrates some of the dif iculties which have to be considered selecting the
ROIs. There were different interpretations in the workgroup how to select the ROIs
because of the direct contact to the sinus maxillaris and the lack of cancellous bone
in this area. As a consequence to the high coef icient of variability in this case, the
standard operation procedure should be adapted. Areas which are overlapped by the
radiological projection of the sinus maxillaris have to be cut off the ROIs, except for
cases which represent sinus loor augmentation.
If measurements of mean grey values are used to survey the outcome of bone healing
after surgical treatment, a parameter of reference is important to allow comparison of
measurements on different radiographs. Ihan Hren and Miljavec used the surrounding
bone as reference in their relative bone density measurements. Compared with other
references used by other authors like teeth and metal markers, the advantages of this
procedure is that there are no costs and it allows retrospective analysis of bone healing
using radiographs which might have not been especially taken for scienti ic research.
Teeth could lose its reference ability by decay or dental treatment. Furthermore a
relative bone density value of one could be de ined as the ideal healing parameter, a
situation in which the mineral density of the defect cannot be distinguished from the
surrounding healthy bone [11].
The relative bone density is a quick, easy, cheap parameter and also a close to
practice tool which could have various possible uses in oral and maxillofacial surgery
as well as in the evaluation of endodontic or periodontic treatment. It could also be
used as a surrogate parameter for healing of bone defects in clinical studies if there are
no histological samples. Nevertheless, the user has to keep in mind that there could be
other causes for a change in mean grey values such as sclerosing ibrosis, mineralized
tumors, or the introduction of radiopaque foreign material into the bone defect such
as bone substitutes or own bone transplantation. There could only be considered
relative changes in bone density compared with surrounding bone. Measurements of
the absolute mineral density could not be realized with this method.
The clinical examples show the potential of this method. It allows to give a more
precise statement of the bone regeneration which occur in the jaws in a certain healing
period. With further research it might be used in clinical practice as it comes to the
decision whether surgical procedures like endodontic surgery or socket preservation
techniques has come to success. Therefore we suggest studies which compare the
proposed method with qCT or histological specimens to further verify the measurement
results.
For image analysis the free of charge software ImgaeJ could be recommended which
has been proven in several medical analysis, but also an integration of this method
into dental x-ray imaging software would be conceivable. Amplifying the images on the
screen helps to freehand select the ROIs. Also a diagnostic monitor in an ideal setting
bene its the analysis. There are clinical studies in preparation to use the bene its of this
method to analyze the healing of bone grafts in oral and maxillofacial surgery.
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